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DATA SHEET 

 

PVCOCITY SEALER GLAZE FLOOR SEALANT 
 

POLYMER BASED FLOOR SEALANT 
 

Pvcocity Sealer is a liquid polymer-based floor sealant, commonly used in the industrial and 
domestic markets. It is formulated to use as a sealant coating that will give your floors 
protection against liquid spills, stains, and scuffmarks. Provides a durable coating that will 
extend the life of your floor. 

 

APPLICATIONS 
 

Pvcocity Sealer is a non-slip coating that can be applied to seal most hard floor surfaces 
including wood, vinyl and novilon. 
Pvcocity Sealer will protect and enhance the look of the floor surface as well as restore old faded 
surfaces. Provides a durable coating that will extend the life of your floor. 

 

METHOD OF USE 
 

Remove old acrylic floor polish using any Floor Stripper. Rinse and wash the surface using 
Pvcocity Cleaner. Ensure all detergent is removed and allow the surface to dry. 
Apply Pvcocity Sealer as supplied to a clean dry floor using a lambswool applicator, soft lint 
free or microfibre cloth. Apply evenly and thinly over the entire surface and allow 30 minutes for 
complete product cure. It is recommended that a minimum of 3 coats are applied. Buffing of the 
floor is possible 48 hours after application. Not recommended to be used on outside areas in 
direct sunlight. 

 
 

The recommendations contained herein are based on laboratory test and in-field use experience, 
and are to the best of our knowledge, accurate. Since conditions of actual use are beyond our 
control, all recommendations are made without warranty, express or implied. 

 
FIRST AID MEASURES 

 

INGESTION: Administer 250ml of water to dilute stomach contents. Do not induce vomiting. 
INHALATION: None 
SKIN: Rinse with water and neutral detergent. 
EYES: Rinse with lukewarm water 


